
Iran could be planning a ‘surprise’
for Israel in Jerusalem – analysis
Hamas and other extremist groups have encouraged Palestinian tensions with
Israel in Jerusalem during Ramadan.

Israel is concerned about an incident in Jerusalem, and it could be planning a
“major operation in a sensitive area near al-Aqsa Mosque in occupied Jerusalem,”
Iran’s Tasnim News Agency reported.

Iran termed this an “unexpected event.” This is language coming from senior
Iranian media sources close to the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps. The IRGC
backs Hamas.

Hamas and other extremist groups have encouraged Palestinian tensions with
Israel in Jerusalem during Ramadan. There were clashes and Palestinian media
incitement against Israel’s foreign minister and other leaders on Sunday night.

The familiar cycle of accusing Israelis of “storming” the Old City of Jerusalem is
imminent. Hamas incitement claiming it has a “right” to fire rockets will soon
begin. The goal is another war with Israel like last year, a conflict orchestrated by
Iran to test new rockets and drones.

This could be the messaging behind the Tasnim article. Iran is outraged by the
recent Negev Summit of Arab foreign ministers in Israel, and it needs to increase
its profile in the region.

U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken, and the foreign ministers of the UAE,
Bahrain,  Morocco and Egypt,  in  Sde Boker,  Israel,  March 27,  2022.  (credit:
REUTERS/AMIR COHEN)
Tehran wants to use Palestinian suffering to increase these profits. The profits for
Iran are not necessarily financial, but rather using proxies against Israel.

Iranian media claim Israel is concerned that a new “operation” in Jerusalem could
“bring a new wave of dangerous conflicts and will lead the Hamas movement and
the [Palestinian] Islamic Jihad to a very bloody and serious reaction.”

Israeli media have indeed reported that Israel could be ready for another conflict
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of the sort that took place last year. The driver behind these conflicts is Hamas
and PIJ, as well as Iran.

Source: https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/iran-news/article-703194
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